In this paper, based on a sequential Monte Carlo method, a computationally efficient algorithm is presented for estimating the residual phase noise, blindly, generated at the output the phase tracking loop employed in OFDM systems. The basic idea is to treat the transmitted symbols as "missing data" and draw samples sequentially of them based on the observed signal samples up to time t. This way, the Bayesian estimates of the phase noise is obtained through these samples, sequentially drawn,together with their importance weights. The proposed receiver structure is seen to be ideally suited for high-speed parallel implementation using VLSI technology.
Introduction
One of the main drawbacks of OFDM systems is the phase noise (PN) caused by the oscillator instabilities [1] . Unfortunately, due to the PN, the most valuable feature namely orthogonality between the carriers, is destroyed resulting in a significant degradation of the performance of OFDM systems [1] . Random PN causes two effects on OFDM systems, rotating each symbol by a random phase that is referred to as the common phase error (CPE) and producing intercarrier interference (ICI) term that adds to the channel noise due to the lost of orthogonality between subcarriers [2]. Several methods have been proposed in the literature for the estimation and compensation of the PN in OFDM systems [3, 4] . Most of the approaches however only addresses the estimation of CPE by assuming ICI terms is approximated by a Gaussian distribution and these techniques are implemented after the DFT process at the receiver [4] . The main drawback of these approaches is the data dependent ICI which introduces an additional random noise on top of the additive Gaussian channel noise causes a significant degradation in the CPE estimator performance. In contrast to these approaches, we try to solve PN estimation problem in the time domain before the DFT process at the OFDM receiver. As it will be seen next section this approach will not be faced with ICI effect during the estimation procedure resulting in more accurate random phase estimation. The method proposed is based on the sequential monte Carlo techniques. The basic idea is to treat the transmitted symbols as "missing data" and to sequentially draw samples of them based on the current observation and computing appropriate importance sampling weights. Based on sequentially drawn samples, the Kalman filter is used to estimate the unknown phase from a extended Kalman state-space model of the underlying system. Furthermore, the tracking the time-varying PN and the data detection are naturally integrated. The algorithm is self-adaptive and no training/pilot symbols or decision feedback are needed.
System Description
We consider an OFDM system with N subcarriers operating over a frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel. In this paper we assume that the multipath intensity profile has exponential distribution and the delay spread T d is less than or equal to the guard interval L. With the aid of the discrete time channel model [6] , the output of the frequency selective channel can be written as y t = L k=0 h k s t−k where the h k , k = 0, 1, · · · , L denotes the kth tap gain and we assume to have ideal knowledge of these channel tap gains. Also, assuming perfect frequency and timing synchronization, the received signal,r t , corrupted by the additive Gaussian noise n t and distorted by the time-varying phase noise θ t can be expressed as r t = y t e jθ t + n t , t = 1, · · · T 0
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